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In Italy decommissioning of nuclear installation is regulated through two basic main laws: 

The first one is the decree-law n. 230 /1999, regarding licensing and controls procedures in 

nuclear field. The Italian Environmental Protection Agency (now reorganized as APAT: 

Environmental Protection and Technical Services Agency) is the Authority in nuclear safety, 

radioprotection, licensing and controls; Agency’s concern – in the matter of radioprotection- 

care the safety in nuclear plants, the exposed worker’s health, the population health and the 

radiological protection of environment. Decommissioning procedures, for the radiological 

aspects, must be authorized by APAT agency. 

The second law consists of the Directive of European Community (97/11, 1997.3.3, 

published 1997.3.14). According to this directive, decommissioning’s planes are included 

into the list of the planes obliged to Environmental Impact Assessment procedures, and a 

complex of obligations come from: procedures regarding Italian Decree 1988/12/27 and, for 

general aspects, the according to the whole of current general provisions, usual procedures 

and routine .The duty of National Environmental Assessment Commission is to supply to the 

Ministry for Environment, the view, based on technical examination of the concerned planes 

and Study of Environmental Impact. The environmental compatibility is an “into-procedure” 

for the final authorization decree of the government. 

The first question, for that, discussed in Commission was harmonizing own actions with the action of 

other Institutional Organisms: integration, avoiding overlapping. 

Objectives of assessment procedures 

Environmental Impact Assessment Commission individualise and value every, direct or indirect, 

effect, possible to have during the planed accomplishment of a project, particularly regarding (in order 

of importance, according to European Union directives): 

1. man, fauna and flora; 

2. soil, water, air, climate and landscape; 

3. interactions between two former factors; 

4. material property, and cultural , natural and artistic patrimony. 
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During the assessment implementation, so, in particular, are focused: 

Individuation of best procedures and technologies for the whole of planned operations. 

(decommissioning must be addressed to minimize the impact both – on natural and human –

environment, including socio-cultural aspects for citizens concerned). 

Identification of all possible impacts may be originated, for each actions, beyond the matter 

of radioprotection - although very important but not exhausted- , like noise emissions, liquid 

and gaseous pollutants emissions, traffic, disturbance against natural protected areas ecc. 

Individuation of strategies and methods to reduce inevitable impacts (mitigation); 

Guarantee the opportunity for the public to participate (In the Assessment Impact Procedure 

is guaranteed the public information about the Environmental Study and information about 

the plan. Public in single or associated form, and Local Administrations, may intervene 

through observations). 

The used method 

Decommissioning of an nuclear installation in considered in the same way of a complex 

industrial installation decommissioning and so the evaluation is operated into three “classic” 

frameworks (DPCM 88.27.12): programmatic, plan- relative, environmental-relative. 

Particular aspects 

In the field of nuclear plants decommissioning, the development of the valuation of three 

mentioned frameworks is absolutely diverse in confront with the cases that the Commission has had in 

Italy as routine during several years. The programmatic framework, in fact, is very uniform because is 

disciplined in Italy with decree of the Ministry of Productive Activities (99/14/12, containing Strategic 

Trends on Administration of Nuclear Outcomes). Local differences occur only in local specific 

regional or municipal land-discipline. 

In the routine the environmental-related framework Commission value the situation ante 
operam and make a comparison with the previewed situations in phase of realization and with the 

future situation post operam when the opera will come in exercise. In the decommissioning operations 

the impact post operam practically doesn’t exists. On the contrary the assessment is concentrated on 

the demolition project and on the timing.  

Obviously evaluation regards technological facilities and systems concerned decommissioning. 

The guide- trend of the Commission is to avoid, as much as possible, the realization of new structures, 

pursue the objective of re-use existing facilities and realize the Waste Management Facility and others 

utilities into existing spaces and using existing structures, obviously after some intervention if 

necessary.  

We retain a very useful reference in this procedure the Study promoted by European Union 

“Environmental Impact Assessment for the Decommissioning of Nuclear Installations”, compiled in 

ambit of Cassiopee Project.  

In addition, a particularity consists in having a unique technical interlocutor, Sogin, for all the 

planes of decommissioning of Italian nuclear sites. 
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Problems

Complete previsions of all the aspects in decommissioning and the perfect timing are 

impossible. Some variation necessary may occur i.e. contamination levels not predictable in some 

parts of the plant, decontamination treatment times prolonged in some structures ecc. Late on prefixed 

times (15 years circa) may be possible if , at the opportune moment , the solution for radwaste disposal 

will not available ( particularly for high activity waste). 

For the first question it is necessary to have procedures, well individuated, rigorous but within a 

controlled degree of flexibility. For the second question (waste storage and waste disposal) we intend 

take in count the possibility of a late in definitive solution and have the situation under control 

organizing the work by steps with intermediate check points and final check points for each of them, 

in witch is possible to have a pause standing in a situation of clear and important improvement, in 

every environmental aspects, in confront with actual situation, and particularly both in terms of safety 

and security. 

When decommissioning is concluded? 

In order to radioprotection view point the objective is very clear: the site of the nuclear 

installation must be released radiologically- constraint free;  

The view point for V.I.A. Commission is not so definite. General diffused idea (in 

administrators people) is to realize a green field in the site when decommissiong will finish. In our 

evaluations is emerging green field is in some cases in vain too much expensive and the realization has 

high environmental impact. It is in discussion, therefore, if it’s better, for the society and the 

environment interest, the re-use of conventional structures, not affected by radiologic problems, like 

meeting-rooms, refectory, offices, storehouses. Such structures might be reused within social finality 

(i.e. depository of equipments for Civil Protection Agency, museum in the field of energy since 

hydraulic mill-wheel to nuclear plants and hydrogen fluel-cells, research centres, cultural centres, 

congress palace ecc.).

To favourite the political decisioners to take a choice in order to save those structures, 

Commission intends value different options in confront, both on costs/benefits and Environmental 

Impact view point.  

In some situation it is necessary to define the meaning of “green field”: for example in a river 

bank it is scientifically correct restore the riparian native vegetation realizing a vegetate buffer strip to 

protect and improve water quality and favourite wildlife riparian environment recolonization. 

Realization of a green field by excavating and moving very large quantitatives of soil, vice versa, is 

expensive, has a great impact due to mechanical means operations, noise emission, fossil fuel 

consumption, requirement of very large landfills realization for disposal of removed materials. In 

addition in a river bank is “ecologically” a mistake.  

This problem has not a unique solution and we are assessing every possible and/or necessary 

alternatives, case by case, auditing regional and local administration opinions and reporting those in 

the state central ambit valuations and initiatives. 
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